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Excellent operational track record of 

providing high-quality, reliable service

Global fleet of more than 50 in-service 

satellites covering 99% of the Earth’s 

populated regions, including access 

to approximately 200 countries 

and territories 

Dedicated to delivering innovative, 

flexible, satellite-based communications 

around the globe

Intelsat is the Leading Global Provider 

of Commercial Satellite Services
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Government

• Reliable and secure 

global bandwidth

• In-theatre communications 

solutions for war fighters

Network Services

• Critical network 

infrastructure

• Telecom backbone

• Wireless network 

expansions

• Private and reliable 

data networks

• Mobility (air, sea, land)

• Ubiquitous broadband for 

emerging regions

Media 

• Distribution of television 

programming—regionally 

and globally

• Carrying more than 30 

direct-to-home 

platforms

• Delivering nearly 600 

HD channels

• Special events

Global Satellite Leader 

Providing Critical Communications Infrastructure
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Our Exceptionally Flexible Global Network

Over 50 satellites plus IntelsatOneSM, a fully-integrated ground infrastructure 

incorporating teleports, points of presence and IP/MPLS fiber network
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Attributes

High Performance

High Capacity

High Efficiency

Backward 

Compatible

Multi-band

Complementary 

Overlay

All-region Coverage 

Open platform

Target Sectors

Infrastructure

Cellular 

Backhaul

Enterprise

Oil & Gas

Maritime

Commercial 

Aero

Military Aero

Regional DTH

Our Next-Generation Satellites Deliver Efficient, 

High-throughput Capacity to Air, Sea & Land  

High-performance platform expands our customers’ addressable 

markets, maintaining our relevance in broadband infrastructure
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Future Launches

Intelsat 29e 

Intelsat 33e

Date

2015

2016

• Industry-first architecture will 

utilize wide beams and spot 

beams to support new and 

existing applications

• Exclusive frequency reuse 

scheme, in multiple frequency 

bands (C, Ku, Ka), enables best 

combination of high efficiency 

and high throughput

• Open architecture, backward 

compatibility supports multiple 

applications

• Six EpicNG satellites currently in 

design and build phase

Evolving to Meet Our 

Customers’ Needs with…

Artist’s rendition of the Intelsat 29e spacecraft (credit: Boeing)

Region

AOR

IOR
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Complement The Old With The New

• Existing wide coverage 

beams utilized to 

enable a total solution

• Intelsat EpicNG service 

layers high throughput 

capacity over most 

common commercial 

flight paths and 

shipping lanes.

Backwards compatibility enables use of 

existing capacity to complement the new
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Network Services:  Mobility

• Product Offerings

• Reliable, always-on broadband access for voice, 

data and video services

• Automatic beam switching allows for seamless 

transfer from one satellite to another 

• Global broadband solution from a single 

IntelsatOne platform

• Competitive Strengths

• The world’s first Ku-band global mobility network, 

with seamless coverage to the world’s busiest air 

and shipping routes

• Intelsat EpicNG next generation platform will 

enhance customer growth and high-throughput 

performance

Select Customers

Offering the world’s first global 

broadband mobility network for customers at 

sea, on land and in the air
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Commercial Aviation Flight Routes

• GEO satellite 

services can 

cover large 

majority of 

commercial 

flight routes

• But polar 

regions cannot 

be served by 

GEO satellites

• ~ 10% earth 

surface not 

covered but 

small % of 

flight hours
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Spectrum Issues for Flight Tracking

Intelsat Spectrum Assets • ITU has already designated 

numerous blocks of radio 

spectrum for satellite 

services in S-, L-, C-, Ku-, 

Ka-, and X-bands.

• Flight tracking could be 

carried out in most any of 

these.

• Spectrum choice is part of 

larger overall system design.

• Bigger issue is disparate 

national regulations related 

to aeronautical services …
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Cockpit v.s. Cabin

• Tracking ≠ Broadband Connectivity

• To date, Intelsat and most industry focus has 

been to provide broadband connectivity to the 

“cabin”.

• This is separate from operational, often mission 

critical, services to the “cockpit” such as in-flight 

tracking.

• The Cost Question

• Broadband connectivity services are bandwidth 

intensive but the costs are borne directly by the 

passengers opting to use the service.

• Basic tracking services are not a bandwidth 

intensive in terms of capacity requirements.

• However, guaranteeing that a mission critical 

service is securely delivered to end user does 

have a real cost. Who will pay?

• Issues of service reliability, how the tracking 

services are managed, etc. all play into an 

overall integrated service solution. 

Key Aero Customers

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&docid=HKjLDaQEG_9pXM&tbnid=Klw3LFEAXjYTRM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://time-az.com/main/detail/39516&ei=s8l6U7jRNeyZ0QXtpYHwCA&bvm=bv.67229260,d.d2k&psig=AFQjCNEGe1RrqfdvZpflAleFZC3e5GlnOA&ust=1400642352227082
http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&docid=HKjLDaQEG_9pXM&tbnid=Klw3LFEAXjYTRM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://time-az.com/main/detail/39516&ei=s8l6U7jRNeyZ0QXtpYHwCA&bvm=bv.67229260,d.d2k&psig=AFQjCNEGe1RrqfdvZpflAleFZC3e5GlnOA&ust=1400642352227082
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Top Take-Aways

• The satellite industry has been investing considerable time and $$$ 

over last several years to develop new, cost effective broadband 

connectivity services for commercial flights.

• But broadband connectivity does not automatically equal to tracking. 

There is overlap, but the system design for these two services and 

who bears the costs are not exactly the same.

• GEO satellites can provide coverage for the vast majority of flight 

hours for commercial aircraft. But GEO satellites do have a 

coverage gap in the polar regions.

• Substantial swaths of radio spectrum are already designed for 

satellite services though on the ground regulatory challenges exist.

• How to pay for a true, mission critical, secure tracking service for the 

end-to-end solution is non-trivial …
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Suggested Next Steps

• ITU designate a study group to look into issues and design trade offs 

for various tracking solutions and make proposals for basic service 

requirements.

• Work in coordination with similar efforts underway at IATA, ICAO 

and other relevant entities.


